
A3-Strategic Consulting 
The digital business landscape creates 

numerous opportunities to drive innovation 

and growth, reduce barriers to trade, reach 

new customers and share knowledge to 

collaborate across international boundaries. 

However, with these opportunities come 

risks that the data and systems we rely 

upon will be compromised or damaged in 

ways that are difficult to detect or defend 

against. Many organizations find external 

advice invaluable to evolve a clear, 

comprehensive, and business-focused 

security strategy. When they need to 

support the business to navigate new, 

profitable ways of working they choose 

Technoites. We make a difference by 

combining our collective knowledge of the 

global business and threat landscapes to 

deliver the best strategic solutions. 



Technoites delivers cyber security 
consulting that focuses on independent risk 
assessments, skilled guidance on 
compliance and risk remediation as well as 
Enterprise Security Program Services 
(ESPS).  
                 

Our people 
Because information security and risk 
Management is all we do, a growing  
Number of the world’s most skilled,  
Knowledgeable practitioners choose To 
work at Technoites. Our strategic  
Consulting services are executed by  
Experienced, senior practitioners with  
A proven track record in defining and  
Communicating risk, and delivering  
Impactful security programs sensitive to  
The individual needs of each business.  
From CISOs of world-leading companies  
To specific compliance and technology  



Specialists, our experts are certified,Up-to-
date and ready to share their Knowledge 
with you. Our delivery approach 
Using our proven Global Enterprise  
Methodology (GEM), we enable your  
Organization to understand it’s current  
Exposure and make informed decisions For 
continuous risk management. We’ll Help 
you to identify risks, optimize the  
Use of available resources, align risk  
Management with commercial goals and  
Achieve compliance. And because we  
Don’t just talk about security, but deliver  
Practical solutions measured against  
The agreed controls – we are with you  
Every step of the way to manage the  

Necessary changes 

Technoites Strategic Consulting  
Provides ultimate value 
•  
Works with you to deliver all, not  
Part of the solution 



•  
Drives results using our highly  
Effective Global Enterprise  
Methodology delivery approach 
•  
Highly experienced in strategic  
And practical risk and security  
Management 
•  
Trusted advisor to sophisticated and  
Complex organizations worldwide 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


